**WHALE CHALLENGE**

**Directions:** Cut out each square below and paste it on the matching whale card above. Bonus: Put two sets together and play “Concentration.”

- **Killer Whale:** This extinct whale had two tiny back legs and could swallow sharks whole.
- **Bowhead Whale:** This whale has an enormous head and can stay under water for about two hours at a time.
- **Basilosaurus:** Also called an Orca, this whale has behavior similar to that of a wolf.
- **Blue Whale:** The males of this whale species have a tooth that grows seven feet long.
- **Beluga Whale:** This whale is the largest mammal that has ever lived on Earth and also the loudest.
- **Narwhal:** This whale is called the “sea canary” because of its birdlike whistles.
- **Humpback Whale:** This whale has a large head powerful enough to break through a foot of sea ice.
- **Sperm Whale:** This whale has a hump as part of its dorsal fin and makes acrobatic leaps out of the water.